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Evolving visual communication (Web conferencing) system 

" LiveOn® " iOS version has been upgraded 

It brings HD video conference with iPhone / iPad 

 

 

 

                   

 

 

Japan Media Systems Corp. (JMS, Hiroaki Togashi, President, Chiyoda-Ku, Tokyo) today 

announced the release of the latest version of LiveOn for iPhone/iPad fully developed in-house 

visual communication tool (Web Conference system), in early March, 2016. 
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From this version upgrade, it enables HD video display than before in both local and 

participants, and user can experience high-presence video calls. 

 

Major Upgrade Features 

  

1. Enhanced video quality images 

Previous version had static video size and frame rate. However from this upgrade, it 

enables to display the video image up to high definition quality as 1280 X 720 (HD) 

Moreover, user can adjust frame rates by 5 fps from still image to 30fps. 

 

2. HD video from remote participants 

With previous version, although the higher video settings were made by client PC, 

iPhone/iPad App could only play static video size and fps. Now, new version allows 

receiving these high definition videos. It supports up to 1280 X 720 and 30 fps.     
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3. Improving usability 

Along with the HD video support, it improves user interface usability for video settings 

more easily  

 *HD video is optional features in ASP version. 

 

 

About LiveOn
® 

LiveOn enables users to hold online conferences simply by connecting to internet. It brings high 

quality online video and audio conference in great price performance comparing with other set-top 

box video conference solutions and reduces all the initial and running cost. Furthermore, it is 

totally in-house development service, we provide top-quality technical supports and meet clients 

demand by customize developments. 

 

The video and audio quality and connection stability are the best in the class. Monitoring 

real-time network bandwidth and optimized data streaming offers users excellent online 

conference experience. It also provides all the useful built in features such as, Document Sharing, 

White board, and Record Conference with easy-to use user interface which encourages users their 

online meetings efficient and productive. We, Japan Media Systems Corp. offers simple, 

high-quality, and useful features online conference to every business in the world. 

 

LiveOn
®
 is the register name of Japan Media Systems Corporation. 

Please visit to, http://www.liveon.ne.jp/ for more information. 
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For the inquiry to this new release 
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